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Abstmct-In this paper we propose a probabilistic muting algorithm
for wirelesr ad-hoc nct~vvorksThe forus is on appliestions that can Idcrate end-twnd delays and those for which the final destination for the
peckets is a smaU region. The node nre sssumed stalionaly and establish connections with B maFter node according to B priority scheme that
relates to their dimnees fmm the master node. Simulation results illustrate the pdormaoee of the proposed algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION
Routing algorithms for wireless networks have been discussed in [1]-[4]. In these and other related works, several
mechanisms to route packets between nodes in a network have
been proposed. In this paper we propose a probabilistic routing algorithm for applications that can tolerate end-to-end delays and those for which the final destination for the packets is
a small region, whereby it suffices that the packets reach any
of the nodes inside the region.
In the proposed routing mechanism, the space is divided
into virtual geographical cells, each containing N nodes with
one additional node acting as a master node. A frequency slot
is allocated to each node that wishes to communicate with the
master node in a cell. We allow for frequency reuse across
cells in a manner similar to that in mobile cellular systems.
The master nodes perform important tasks like routing and
congestion control for high data rate communications, as well
as handling some data processing and network information for
nodes connected to them. Being a master ucde is power consuming and hence the nodes are made to take turns as master
nodes with equal probability, but with the constraint that there
can be only one master node in a cell at any time. priority to
function as a master node is given to the node that has a low
interference power from other cells. The nodes communicating in the same frequency slot in other cells cause interference
with this cell and this interference is measured in terms of the
signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) defined as follows. The SIR
for node i at time k on an uplink channel is defined by
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Fig. 1. We assume that the transmission power of each node
at every instant satisfies P,i, 5 p i ( k ) 5 P.,
We use the
model from [5] for the channel gain from the i-th node to its
master node. In this model, Gii has a lognormal distribution,
i.e.,
Gii = S o d ~ B I O m / ' o
(2)
where So is a function of the carrier frequency, p is the path
loss exponent (PLE),and diiis the distance of the master node
from node i. The value of 0 depends on the physical environment and varies between 2 and 6 (usually 4). while a is a
zero mean Gaussian random variable with variance U:, which
usually ranges between 6 and 12.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section II, we
describe the routing algorithm and in Section III we propose
a strategy to choose the master node. Sections N and V give
certain performance measures of the proposed algorithm in the
scenario of a very high density of nodes and Section VI gives
some simulation results.
11. ROUTINGALGORITHM

where, for each time instant k. G i j denotes the channel gain
from the j-th node to the intended master node of the i-th
node, p i is the transmission power from the i-th node, and
o2 is white Gaussian noise power at the receiver of the master
node that node i is connected to. Moreover, A denotes the set
of all nodes that are interfering with node i from all cells - see
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We assume the following tules of connection for nodes in
every geographical cell in the network
1) No two nodes are at the same distance from a master node
in a cell. This assumption can be accommodated by assuming
slight pemhations in the location of the nodes.
2) The probability that a node connects to a master node is
inversely proportional to its distance from the master node. In
other words, a node closer to the master node has a higher
priority of connection than a node farther away.
The details of how the nodes establish a connection with
the master node is as follows. A packet is transmitted from
a source to its final destination through intermediary master
nodes. We assume that each node has a buffer of sufficient size

their packets through available frequency slots. In the set-up
phase, every node in a cell expresses its desire to he the master
node with a probability that is equal to all nodes. When there
is contention, the node with lowest interference power from
other cells is chosen as the master node. Once a particular
node is chosen as a master node, it lets all other nodes know
through a broadcast in that cell that it is the master node for
the current cycle. Each node then gauges its distance from the
master node to determine the probability with which it could
establish a connection. This is done as follows.
Let dmi, denote the smallest distance between the master
node and its closest neighbor. As soon as the master node is
chosen, the master node broadcasts its own coordinates and its
variable dmi, to all other nodes. Once this is done, every node
node. Then each node i will try to connect to the master node
with probability (dmin/dii)1'6, where 6 is a user defined design parameter that is between 0 and l. If the nodes aTe far
away from the master node. they connect with lower probahility thus conserving power. Note that the smaller the value of 6,
the higher the number of nodes that would express a desire to
connect with the master node. At the end of this set-up phase,
it is decided based on the number of available frequency slots,
say Q. which nodes connect with the master node during the
transmission phase. If the number of nodes that express a desire to connect with the master node is more than Q, then the
master node chooses Q nodes of those with highest probability
of connection during the transmission phase.
In the transmission phase, the following routing decisions
occur. If the intended final destination node for a packet is in a
different cell, then the information is routed through the master
node and a centralized base station through specific frequency
slots that are separate from those that are available inside each
cell. If the final destination node is within the same cell, then
the following routing multi-hop algorithm is adopted. AI1 possible routes out of a master node will only lie inside a sector of
angle 3! in the direction of the final destination, with the current
relay node as the vertex. In a particular hop (when a packet is
waiting at a relay node to be routed), if the next chosen master
node is in any of the possible routes to the final destination.
then the relay node routes the packets to the new master node
(see Fig 2). Otherwise, the packets wait in the huffer. If the
packets move from the relay node to the new master node. then
the following occurs. In the next cycle, when the node ceases
its functions as master node, it waits till another master node
is available in any of the possible routes from the current location to the final destination. Hence. a successful hop in the
direction of the final destination may take several cycles. For
the analysis of the routing algorithm proposed above, we will
assume that the nodes in a cell are uniformly distributed inside
a circle of radius r. Only nodes that use the same frequency
slot as a particular node i in other cells cause interference with
node i. We assume that these interfering nodes are located
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111. CHOICE OF MASTERNODE

We now show how we choose the master node in every cycle. Before we proceed, we establish the following result.

Theorem 1 [Average Power per Node] Under log-noma1
channel conditions, the average power required at a node i in
order to achieve an SIR level of y is

(4)

and E ( J ; ( k ) )is the expected interference at the master node
to which node i is connected. Moreover, U' is the noise variance, and do is the smallest possible distance between any two
nodes in the network.
Assuming a uniform distribution for di; between do
and ZT, we have
fdii(d)

1 / ( 2 ~- do)

=

do 5 d 5 27

where fd,<(d)is the probability density function of the distance of a node from the master node in a cell. Since

E(Gii1dii) = $dZp
we have

1:

E(Gii) =

E(Giildii = d)f,ji, (d)dr

S ~ ( ( Z T ) ' -~

-

( 2 -~ 4 ) ( 1 -

P)

Let an SIR level of y be attained at all master nodes in steady
state throughout the network. Then, from (I), we have
J;(k) =pi(k)Gii(k)/y

(5)

Taking expectations of both sides of the above equation, we
have

It can be seen from the above result that if the master node is
chosen in such a way that the interference is the least, then the
average power consumed by a node will be smaller. Hence,
in order to reduce the power consumption in the network, we
choose the master node that has the least amount of interference.
IV. ROUTING DELAY

Consider again a cell with N nodes in addition to the master node. An illustration of routes through which packets are
routed from the sender node to the destination node is shown
in Fig. 4. It is known that as N increases, the distribution of
the nodes in the cell satisfies a Poisson distribution 191. In
other words, as N
CO, the number of nodes in a given
area, say of H units, within a cell of area H, is Poisson distributed with mean E H , where L = N/H is the density of
nodes. That is to say, the probability that H contains j nodes
is (cR)j(l/j!)exp(-cH). We now derive an expression for
the probability density function of the distance travelled per
hop in any mute from source to destination within a cell.
Consider a relay node X shown in Fig. 5 that wishes to send
packets to a destination node D. Let Y he an intermediary
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Fig. 5. Apackr is muted ID i r s f d destinationnode D thmugh M i n r e m d i o v msrernode Y.

node. Packets will travel from X to Y only if Y becomes a
master node. Let E denote the event that a node Y in a strip
of width dz and distance z from X becomes tbe master node.
Then, since the nodes are distributed uniformly, the probability
that occurs is 22 tan(t?/Z)dz/H. where H units is the area
of the cell. In a transmission cycle, the probability that.node
X connects to Y is {d,in/dii}1/6 2 {d,,/W}1/6,where do is
the minimum distance between any two nodes in the cell and
W is the distance between X and D. Note that, in a cycle, the
event Y being the master node rules out the possibility of any
other master node in the sector shown in Figure 5. If z denotes
the distance travelled by a packet from X to Y in the direction
of D,then the probability density function of z satisfies

2192

f ( z ) d z 2 {do/W}'/6 x (Zztan(O/Z)dz/H}

Hence, the expected value of z for a small 0 is

E(2) =

Jdr

z f (:Id2

IV

Jd*
=

{d,/IV}'/6 x {2z2 tan(O/Z)dz/H)

2{d,/W}'/6 x {tan(O/2)/H}{W3/3

- d2/3}

.

The above inequality says that on an average a packet moves
at least Q x W, where

4

= 2{d,/W}'/6 x {tan(0/2)/(HW)}{W3/3 - d2/3}

Note that if do << W and 6 = 1, we get

Note that the distance to destination from the next relay node
which establishes the following
would be utmost (1 - $)W,
result.

Theorem 2 [Average Distance per Hop] For a cell with a
high density of N nodes, a packet moving from a source to its
destination node would cover on average a distance of

Lh 2 {2/3}(d0/W)'/6 x (tan(O/Z)/H)(W3 - d:)

within the cell. Then the probability that the coverage process (formed by the circles with consecutive master nodes as
cc (i.e.,
centers) never intersects S is exp(-eS) [9]. As e
as the density of nodes increases), the area S is almost surely
covered or, in other words, a packet almost surely reaches a
master node in S. Also, if we let V denote the area that is
never covered, then from [91, we know that if o 2 1/2 and
e 2 1,then

-

(8)

in the first hop from a relay node, where do is the smallest
distance between any two nodes in the network, 117 is the distance between the current relay and destination nodes, O is the
angle of the sector in the direction of the destination node
and is assumed small, and H is the area of the cell. Moreover, if d, << W and 6 = l, then the distance to destination
from the next relay node would be utmost (1 - $b)W where
$ = (213) tan(O/2)dz/H.

P(V

> 0) < 3min{l, (1 + r o 2 e 2 ) e ~ " 0 2 e } (IO)

Comllaly 1 [Cellcoverage] As the density of nodes e increases, the entire cell is almost surely covered.
0

The above corollary says that any non-zero area around the
final destination node (if not the acNd destination node) can
be reached by a packet almost surely when the density of
nodes is arbitrarily large.

0
VI. SIMULATIONS

V. CELL COVERAGE

Let q h denote the probability of a successful transmission
of a packet in a cycle to the final destination node in the last
hop. Note that q h is 0(1/N) since the probability that the
destination node becomes master node is 0 ( 1 / N ) in a cell
containing N nodes. Then

In order to demonstrate the performance of the proposed
routing protocol, we simulate a cell in the network with N
nodes independently and uniformly distributed within an area.
Figure I shows the frequency chart of the delay in number
of cycles when 10,OM) experiments are conducted. Figure 8
gives the average digance covered in a hop for a total distance
between the node and destination node.

Prob(delay in last hop of a packet 2 k) = (1 - qtJk-'

VII. CONCLUSIONS

(9)

This equation reveals that there is no almost sure b u n d on the

In this paper we proposed a probabilistic routing algorithm
for wireless ad-hoc networks. The focus is on applications that
can tolerate end-to-end delays and those for which the final
destination for the packets is a small region, where it suffices
that the packets reach any of the nodes inside the destination

delay that a particular packet may experience.
If the final destination for a packet is not a node but a destination area S,we can then perform the following analysis.
With the location of the master node taking random positions
in the cell with uniform distribution, one can correlate this area.
process with a coverage process in which the cell is covered
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